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1 Introduction

This paper reports on a double experiment for solving a realistic scheduling problem using Logic Pro-

grammingmethods. The problem at hand is scheduling the maintenance of the power units in the power

plants of Flanders. In the �rst part of this experiment, a CLP(�nite domain) program was constructed.

In the second part of the experiment, a declarative speci�cation of the expert knowledge on the mainte-

nance domain was created. For this purpose (an extension of) the language OLP-FOL, an integration

of classical logic and Open Logic Programming was used. Then a solution of the scheduling problem

was computed using this speci�cation. This solution was computed by an integration of SLDNFA, an

abductive reasoner for OLP-FOL, and a CLP(�nite domain) system.

The aims and challenges of the experiments were the following:

� To develop a methodology for constraint logic programming for scheduling.

� To test the suitability of the CLP(�nite domain) solver ROPE [4] in the context of a realistic

scheduling.

� To see whether OLP-FOL provides su�ciently rich expressivity for specifying the expert knowledge

in the maintenance domain in a natural way. The answer was negative; but by adding two

declarative second order predicates, a cardinality operator and a summation operator, the needed

expressivity was obtained.

� To check whether the abductive reasoning procedure SLDNFA for OLP-FOL could be used to solve

the problem on the basis of the declarative speci�cation. We obtained an integration of SLDNFA

with a �nite domain constraint solver, and further extended for dealing with cardinality constraints

and summation constraints, which was able to solve the scheduling problem. The prototype system

solved the problem -as to be expected- considerably slower than the CLP system.

There was useful interaction and cross-fertilisation between the CLP part and the OLP-FOL and ab-

duction part of the experiment. We discuss this aspect of the experiment further on in this text. More

information about the work reported here is in [3]

2 Maintenance of Power Plants

A Belgian electricity company has a number of power plants organised per geographic area. Each

power plant has a number of power generators, in the sequel units, each of which must have a given

number (usually 1 or 2) of maintenances during the year. Maintenances have a known duration. The

computational problem to be solved is to schedule these maintenances according to some constraints

and optimality criteria. Constraints to be satis�ed by the schedule are of the following form:
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� Some maintenances must be scheduled simultaneous because specialised people from abroad are

needed.

� Some maintenances must be non-simultaneous because too few people or machinery is available.

� Some time-slots can be prohibited for maintenances of some units

� For each power plant, there is an upper limit to the total number of units in maintenance per

week for reasons of availability of personnel.

� For each area, there is an upper limit to the total capacity in maintenance per week. Otherwise,

energy ow between areas may exceed network capacity.

The optimality criterion is intended to guarantee power supply as much as possible. In the past years

statistics have been gathered on the weekly peak loads. The proposed optimality function was to

maximise the minimal weekly reserve (the di�erence between the total operational capacity (not in

maintenance) and the expected weekly peak load). I.e. the solution method will try to levelise the

weekly reserve.

The given problem contains 46 maintenances to be scheduled over 52 weeks. This results in a search

space in the order of 52

46

. Even though the manufacturer was satis�ed with good but non-optimal

solutions, it remains a hard problem.

3 The Constraint Programming approach

In the �rst part of the experiment, a CLP-program was written to be run with the �nite domain solver

ROPE. This program �rst creates a number of variables, then creates a number of constraints on these

variables and �nally calls the ROPE-solver (the enumeration predicate) with an optimality function.

3.1 Finite domain variables and constraints

The following sort of variables were created:

� Avail

ijk

: a boolean expressing that the maintenance k of unit j is not going on in week i.

� Avail

ij

: a boolean expressing that unit j is not in maintenance in week i.

� Start

jk

: an integer variable representing the start week of maintenance k of unit j.

� WeekCapac

i

: an integer variable representing the total available capacity in the country.

On these variables the following sorts of constraints were put:

� The relationship between start and duration d

jk

of a maintenance k of unit j and the fact whether

the maintenance is going on in week i is expressed:

Avail

ijk

= (i < Start

jk

or i >= Start

jk

+ d

jk

)

� The following constraint expresses both whether unit i is available in week j and that no mainte-

nances of i may be simultaneous:

Avail

ij

+ n� 1 =

n

X

k=1

Avail

ijk

� Given that Units denotes the set of all units, and cap

j

denotes the capacity of unit j in Megawatt,

the following constraint de�nes week capacity in week i:

WeekCapac

i

=

m

X

j2Units

Avail

ij

� cap

j

� To express that a unit j must be available in week i:

Avail

ij

= 1

� To express that the number of units of power plant p in maintenance in week i must be less than

a given maximummax

p

:

X

j2p

1� Avail

ij

� max

p
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3.2 Optimisation function

To maximise minimal reserve energy, a variable Level is introduced on which the following constraints

is de�ned, for each week i:

Level � WeekCapac

i

� peak

i

Here peak

i

denotes the expected peak load in week i. To �nd the optimal solution, the solver must

maximise the variable Level.

3.3 Results

In a �rst attempt, a solution with a Level of 1600 Megawatt was found and was proven optimal by

the system. Given the data we actually expected an optimum around 2000 Megawatt. A closer look

showed that a �xed maintenance in week 4 was responsible for this low optimum; in these weeks, �xed

maintenance were scheduled which did not allow a larger reserve level. But still the reserve over the

remaining weeks could be maximised. Then a new version of the optimisation-function was developed

which allowed to maximise the reserve for a given subset of weeks. This version could �nd a reasonable

solution of 2060 Megawatt in all except weeks 4 and 50, both of which had respectively a reserve of 1600

and 2000 Megawatt. Finding the solution of 2060 took several hours and the system could not prove

that the solution was optimal. A solution of 2030 was found in several minutes. This is acceptable as

the optimum could never be larger than 2100.

4 Scheduling by abductive reasoning on an OLP-FOL speci�-

cation

4.1 The speci�cation

The �rst step in making a speci�cation, is designing an alphabet to represent the relevant concepts in

the problem domain. The most important symbols of the alphabet and their intended interpretation

are:

� maint, unit, plant, area are unary sort predicates and are intended to represent the set of objects

of that type.

� start(m;w1; w2): maintenance m starts in week w1 and ends in week w2.

� in maint(u;w): unit u is in maintenance during week w.

� binary attribute predicates representing capacity of a unit, expected peak load of a week, duration

of a maintenance, maximum number of units in maintenance per plant, etc..

� binary component predicates such as maint of unit, unit of plant, plant of area, representing

the maintenances of a unit, and so on.

� simul(m1;m2); nonsimul(m1;m2): maintenancesm1;m2 must be scheduled simultaneously, resp.

non-simultaneously.

� Maintenances, units, plants and areas are represented by constants.

An OLP-FOL theory consists of a set of de�nitions for certain predicates and a set of FOL axioms.

The data of the problem are given by a set of tables for the sort predicates, component and attribute

predicates. These tables constitute de�nitions by exhaustive enumeration. A generic information is the

de�nition of in maint:

in maint(U;W ) maint of unit(M;U ); start(M;W1;W2);W1� W � W2

Most generic (data-independent) knowledge in the scheduling domain is given by 7 axioms. Here we

give two of them.

� Each maintenance must be scheduled:

8M;D:maint(M ) ^ duration(M;D)! 9W1;W2: start(M;W1;W2)^

week(W1)^

week(W2)^

W2 = W1 +D � 1
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� The axiom to express the cardinality constraint on the number of units in maintenance is a

problematic one. For an elegant representation, we introduced a second order cardinality operator,

a 3-place operator card(V; F [V;W ]; NR) which expresses that for a givenW , the number of objects

V such that the formula F [V;W ] is true, is NR. With this operator, the axiom reads:

8P;Max;W;Nr :plant(P )^max in maint(P;Max)^week(W )^

card(U; (unit in plant(U;P ) ^ on maint(U;W )); Nr)

! Nr � Max

Note that the card-atom in this sentence counts the number of units in maintenance of plant P

and in week W .

Other axioms express that (non-)simultaneous maintenances are scheduled (non-)simultaneously, that

the total capacity in maintenance should not exceed a certain number, etc. To express the latter axiom,

we introduced a 2nd order summation operator to denote the total capacity in maintenance.

The resulting theory is an axiomatisation of what is a correct schedule; in the sense that its models

comprise correct schedules. The theory does not express the optimality criterion. The theory is a pair

(P; T ), with T is a set of -7- axioms and P a set of de�nitions for all except one predicate: start.

4.2 Scheduling by Abductive Reasoning

The solutions for the scheduling problem are given by the models of the theory (P; T ), in particular the

set of start-atoms in the models. The solutions can also be characterised as abductive solutions. For a

given OLP-FOL theory (P; T ) and query  Q, an abductive solution

1

is a set of open atoms � such

that P +� j= Q and P +� j= T . In the case of the scheduling theory, Q can be taken to be true.

To solve the scheduling problem, we departed from our implementation of SLDNFA-resolution [1, 2], an

abductive procedure for OLP-FOL. To solve the problem at hand, three components had to be added

to the procedure:

� a treatment of the second order operators card and sum;

� optimality function for abductive solutions;

� �nite domain constraint solving

To add �nite domain constraint solving, the SLDNFA procedure was coupled with the ROPE system:

when SLDNFA selects a constraint (equality or disequality, or domain speci�cation) this constraint

is given to the ROPE system. The technique to deal with the second order operators was inspired

by the way the two second order constraints in the scheduling problem were solved. When an atom

card(U;F [U; t]; NR) is selected, the procedure rewrites the formula F [U; t] using the de�nitions, until

a disjunction of conjunctions is obtained with only constraint primitives and open predicates. Each

disjunct represents a residual condition under which F [u; t] is true for some object u. For each disjunct,

a boolean variable is created such that it is true i� the disjunct is true. The value of NR can then be

expressed logically as the sum of these boolean variables. Both the value of the boolean variable and of

NR are expressed as ROPE constraints.

The current prototype implementation is not complete and can be extended much further. However, the

procedure is domain independent and can handle a broad class of scheduling problems with second order

constraints. The system computed an acceptable but non-optimal schedule with a reserve level of 2020

Megawatt in 24h. Given the high complexity of the problem, the occurrence of second order predicates

in the speci�cation and the fact that the speci�cation was written in an -almost- entirely declarative

way, we consider this as a successful experiment. It shows the feasibility of the use of declarative logic

even for computationally complex problems.
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